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Background/Introduction 
 
Attached is the most recent report on Faculty communications and public relations activity for 
the previous 3-month period 
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Summary Report 
 
 
Our major communications output during the past 3-month period was our new 2022-25 
Strategy. This was well-received both by members and our wider social media audiences, 
having been viewed almost 300 times since it was published. Other notable outputs included 
announcing the winners of our Essay Contest in conjunction with USEMS and sending out 
VIP invites and the first ‘Save the Date’ emails for the next Faculty Day & Annual Dinner. 
 
We continued to see stronger than average growth on our social media channels. Of 
particular note is our performance on Twitter, where the Faculty account maintains an 
engagement rate of 2.5 to 4% - a good engagement rate for an organisation of our size 
would generally be around 1%. Particular highlights during the reporting period include 
Social Prescribing Day and World Day for Physical Activity, when our Moving Medicine 
accounts were able to get involved and share some of our consultation guides and other 
resources. 
 
We also saw lots of social media activity around our Diploma in MSK Medicine exam. The 
Rheumatology Physio website publishing a blog on the experience of taking the exam, which 
contributed to the online discussion. 
 
Our monthly newsletter continues to be well-received, maintaining a higher-than-average 
open rate of around 60%. Our April edition included an article from the UK Anti-Doping 
Agency (UKAD), who approached us for help disseminating new research on Clean Sport. 
We are currently exploring the possibility of adding regular UKAD updates to the newsletter. 
The Moving Medicine team have also revived their monthly newsletter and hope to make it a 
forum for those interested in getting involved with the initiative. 
 
We promoted the Moving Medicine team’s attendance at the RCP Medicine 2022 
conference and have used both social media and our newsletter to promote our upcoming 
sessions at the BASEM Conference 2022 – including a special breakfast meeting for our 
new consultants’ groups Out of the Blocks. We also signed up as a Supporting Partner for 
the first BJSM Live event, and shared details of both the event and the discount which 
members were entitled to as part of our sponsorship. 
 
As part of continuing efforts to move more Faculty business online rather than relying on 
paper, we successfully held our council elections online for the second time. We have also 
just completed a switch to online membership applications which we hope will make the 
application process easier for incoming members and fellows as well as simplifying 
administration. 
 


